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Abstract This chapter addresses two research questions: "How should a 
well-engineered methodology facilítate the development of ontologies within com-
munities of practice?" and "What methodology should be used?" If ontologies are 
to be developed by communities then the ontology development life eyele should 
be better understood within this context. This chapter presents the Melting Point 
(MP), a proposed new methodology for developing ontologies within decentralised 
settings. It describes how MP was developed by taking best practices from other 
methodologies, provides details on recommended steps and recommended pro-
cesses, and compares MP with alternatives. The methodology presented here is the 
product of direct first-hand experience and observation of biological communities 
of practice in which some of the authors have been involved. The Melting Point is 
a methodology engineered for decentralised communities of practice for which the 
designers of technology and the users may be the same group. As such, MP pro
vides a potential foundation for the establishment of standard practices for ontology 
engineering. 

4.1 Introduction 

The maturity of a particular scientific discipline can be defined by its progress 
through three main stages. First, innovation followed by the subsequent dissemi-
nation of the resulting knowledge or artefact. Second, the formation of communities 
or collaborations, that utilise or build upon the innovations. Third, the proposal and 
agreement upon standards for protocols to achieve the unified and consistent pro-
gression of innovation and knowledge [1]. The discipline of ontology engineering 
can be thought of as progressing through the second stage of scientific maturity, 
moving from ontologies developed by a single authoritative expert to harvesting the 
collective intelligence of an application domain [2^1]. This trend is also reflected in 



the availability of software supporting the engagement of several domain experts,
communities, representing knowledge and developing ontologies [2, 5]. Therefore,
ontology engineering is on the cusp of the third stage of scientific maturity, requiring
the development of common working practices or standard methodologies.

Knowledge engineering (KE) is a field that involves integrating knowledge
within computer systems [6] or the building, maintaining and development of
knowledge-based systems [7]. Therefore, some of the methods proposed within the
field of KE are applicable when building ontologies [8]. However, the experiences
from KE have not always been applied when developing ontologies. In general KE
methodologies focus primarily on the use of the ontology by a software system as
opposed to the development of the ontology [9].

Within the domain of ontology engineering several methodologies have been pro-
posed and applied [10–17]. The majority of the proposed methodologies have been
engineered for centralised settings. However, none of these have gained widespread
acceptance, predominant use or have been proven to be applicable for multiple
application domains or development environments [18]. To date the community
has not been widely involved or considered within ontology engineering method-
ologies. This situation has encouraged debate amongst those within the ontology
community as to which methodology or combination of methodologies are most
applicable [18, 9].

The language choice for encoding an ontology is still an open debate across
the ontology building communities. This situation can be illustrated by the use
of both the OBO format and the OWL within the bio-ontology community [19].
Conforming to or accepting a single formalism for ontology encoding would bring
consistency and standardisation to the engineering methodology, such as tool sup-
port and reasoning engines. However, it is outside the scope of this work to
recommend a particular formalism for ontology encoding. Therefore, the ontology
methodologies are considered and analysed in a language-independent manner.

Whatever methodology emerges, it is essential that the methodology should
be able to support the construction of ontologies by communities and utilise the
collective intelligence of the application domain. Of the published methodologies
that have been proposed or applied, no methodology completely satisfies all the
criteria for collaborative development. To this end, we have reviewed the exist-
ing methodologies, identified commonalities and assessed their suitability for use
within community ontology development. We have summarised these commonali-
ties into a convergence of existing methodologies, with the addition of new aspects
which we have termed the Melting Point (MP) methodology. The MP methodol-
ogy builds upon the authors’ experiences with community-developed ontologies,
re-using methods and techniques that already exist and suggesting new mechanisms
to cope with collaborative ontology development in decentralised settings.

4.1.1 Decentralised Communities

As knowledge is in a constant flux, ontologies should be flexible so they are re-
usable and easily extensible. This is not effortlessly achievable as representing



knowledge requires the active participation of domain experts. The majority of
existing methodologies have been engineered for centralised settings, in which the
ontology is developed and deployed on a one-off basis. Afterwards, the mainte-
nance, as well as the evolution of the ontology, is left to the knowledge engineer
and a reduced group of domain experts. This situation is also true through-
out the development process: a reduced group of domain experts work together
with the knowledge engineer to build the ontology. To date the community has
not been widely involved or considered within ontology engineering method-
ologies.

The costs and efforts associated with the development of ontologies are con-
siderable, it is therefore important to facilitate this process by allowing the
community to participate in the development. By having this active participation
some important aspects are covered: first, the quality of the model is constantly
verified and second the evolution of the ontology is feasible. This paradigm fol-
lows the “wisdom of crowds” — assuming that more contributors implies higher
quality or volume of information — as is employed within wiki-based collabora-
tions. Collaboration is thus at the Melting Point in a methodology for developing
ontologies.

4.1.2 Community-Driven Ontology Engineering

To illustrate the motivation and applicability of the MP methodology, examples are
given from the life sciences, specifically the biomedical ontology domain. Within
the knowledge-intensive biological domain, collaboration and community involve-
ment is common place and encouraged in ontology development maintenance,
evaluation and evolution.

Despite the lack of formal methodologies, bio-ontologies continue to be devel-
oped and the nature of this development has two very interesting properties. First,
it is highly distributed; domain experts in any given sub-domain of the biologi-
cal sciences are rarely in one place. Rather, they are distributed across the globe
yet frequently interact to either collaborate or peer review each others’ work.
Hence, when biologists build ontologies, they tend to form virtual organisations
in which experts with different but complementary skills collaborate in building
an ontology for a specific purpose. The structure of this collaboration does not
necessarily have a central control; different domain experts join and leave the
network at any time and decide on the scope of their contribution to the joint
effort. Leveraging this kind of virtual collaboration can be a powerful tool when
constructing an ontology. Second, biological ontologies continue to evolve, even
after the initial development drive. The continued evolution reflects the advance-
ment of scientific knowledge discovery. New classes, properties and instances may
be added at any time and new uses or extended scope for the ontology may be
identified [17]. By engendering and facilitating this level of community partic-
ipation, an ontology engineer can speed up the initial development and help to
ensure that the ontology remains up to date as knowledge within the domain
advances.



For example, the Ontology of Biomedical Investigations (OBI)1 aims to provide
an ontological representation of life science investigations covering common
components of experimentation, such as equipment, materials and protocols. The
developer community of OBI2 is currently affiliated with 18 diverse biomedical
communities, ranging from functional genomics to crop science to neuroscience. In
addition to having a diverse community of expertise, the OBI developers work in a
decentralised environment encompassing multiple countries and time zones.

The diversity of the life science domain results in a multitude of application
domains for ontology development. To account for and identify available bio-
ontologies the Open Biomedical Ontologies (OBO) Foundry [3] was formed. The
OBO Foundry acts as a registry to collect public domain ontologies that, by design
and revision, are developed by and available to the biomedical community, fostering
information sharing and data interpretation. As of 23 October 2008 there are 76 reg-
istered ontologies at the OBO Foundry, representing knowledge domains ranging
from Amphibian gross anatomy, infectious diseases to scientific experimentation.
Although registered in the same library, the bio-ontologies, often present overlap
in terminology or application domain. In addition to providing a registry, the OBO
Foundry was formed to reduce ontology overlap and ensure bio-ontology orthogo-
nality. Initial steps at achieving this aim have produced a set of design principles3 to
which domain ontologies should adhere, such as openness, a shared syntax and class
definitions. However, the OBO Foundry does not suggest a community-orientated
engineering methodology, methods or techniques by which these principles can
be met.

Case studies have been described for the development of ontologies in diverse
domains, yet surprisingly very few of these have been reported to have been applied
to a domain allied to bioscience, the chemical ontology [13], and the ontology for
immune epitopes [20] being noteworthy exceptions. The research focus for the bio-
ontology community to date has typically centred on the development of domain-
specific ontologies for particular applications, as opposed to the actual “how to” of
building the ontology or the “materials and methods” [17, 21]. This has resulted
in a proliferation of bio-ontologies, developed in different ways, often presenting
overlap in terminology or application domain.

The biomedical domain is not the only domain where ontologies are being devel-
oped and applied. The Semantic Web (SW) encompasses a vision where knowledge
and relationships between documents are disseminated via ontologies by annotating
the current, largely human-accessible Web, to facilitate a Web amenable to machine
processing [22]. Indeed, the creators of that vision consider the life sciences to
potentially be the “incubator” community for the SW, as the physics community
was for the Web [23]. Within the SW vision, as within the biomedical domain, the
involvement of communities of practice is crucial, not only for the development, but
also for the maintenance and evolution of ontologies.



4.1.3 Upper Level Ontologies

As the biomedical domain is highly interconnected, domain ontologies may overlap
with each other. For instance, OBI requires the availability of definitions for those
chemicals used in any investigation. These definitions do not need to be developed
within the OBI ontology as there is already a biomedical ontology for the domain of
chemicals, called ChEBI [24]. Similarly, software making use of an ontology may
require more than a single domain ontology. Typically, in these types of scenar-
ios, it is necessary to integrate multiple ontologies into a single coherent narrative.
In order to integrate or re-use specific domain ontologies following this “building-
block” approach there has to be a high-level structure or common “scaffold” where
different parts of different domain ontologies may be “plugged” into. To ensure ease
of interoperation or re-use of a domain ontology, well designed and documented
ontologies are essential and upper ontologies are fundamental in this integrative
effort.

Upper level ontologies provide a domain-independent conceptual model that
aims to be highly re-usable across specific domain applications. Most of the
upper ontologies provide a general classification criterion that makes it easy to
re-use, extend and maintain those existing ontologies required by a particular
application. Therefore, it is essential, to aid interoperability and re-use, that ontol-
ogy development methodologies should provide general guidelines for the use of
upper level ontologies. These guidelines should cover the documentation of (i)
the design decisions and the justification for choosing one upper ontology over
another and (ii) examples that illustrate how they used in the conceptualisation
of a particular domain. Examples of upper level ontologies include the Basic
Formal Ontology (BFO) [25], DOLCE [26] and GFO [27]. This adoption has, how-
ever, not been documented within a methodological framework that facilitates both
the adoption of the upper level ontology and its proper use. However, the OBO
foundry has recommended that ontologies registered on the OBO Foundry should
use BFO.

4.1.4 Dynamic Ontologies

Ontologies, like software, evolve over time; specifications often change as the
development proceeds, making a straightforward path to the ontology unrealistic.
Different software process models have been proposed; for instance, linear sequen-
tial models and prototyping models. Linear sequential models are also known as
waterfall models [28, 29] and are designed for straight-line development. The linear
sequential model suggests a systematic, sequential approach in which the com-
plete system will be delivered once the linear sequence is completed [29]. The
role of domain experts is passive as end-users of technology. They are placed in
a reacting role in order to give feedback to designers about the product. The soft-
ware or knowledge engineer leads the process and controls the interaction amongst
domain experts. A high-speed adaptation of the linear sequential model is the



Rapid Application Development (RAD) model [30, 31]. This emphasises short
development cycles for which it is possible to add new software components, as
they are needed. RAD also strongly suggests reusing existing program components
or creating reusable ones [29].

The prototyping model is more flexible as prototypes are constantly being built.
Prototypes are built as a means for defining requirements [29], this allows for a
more active role from domain experts. A quick design is often obtained in short peri-
ods of time. The model grows as prototypes are being released [32]; engineers and
domain experts work on these quick designs. They focus on representational aspects
of the ontology, while the main development of the ontology (building the models,
defining what is important, documenting, etc.) is left to the knowledge engineer.

The evolutionary nature of the software is not considered in either of the afore-
mentioned models, from the software engineering perspective evolutionary models
are iterative, and allow engineers to develop increasingly more complex versions of
the software [29, 31, 33]. Ontologies are, in this sense, not different from other soft-
ware components for which process models have evolved from a “linear thinking”
into evolutionary process models that recognise that uncertainty dominates most
projects, that timelines are often impossibly short and that iteration provides the
ability to deliver a partial but extendible solution, even when a complete product is
not possible within the time allotted. Evolutionary models emphasise the need for
incremental work products, risk analysis, planning followed by plan revision, and
customer (domain expert) feedback [29].

4.1.5 The Melting Point: A Methodology for Distributed
Community-Driven Ontology Engineering

A general purpose methodology should aim to provide ontology engineers with a
sufficient perspective of the stages of the development process and the components
of the ontology life cycle, and account for community development. In addition,
detailed examples of use should be included for those stages, outcomes, deliver-
ables, methods and techniques; all of which form part of the ontology life cycle
[9, 34].

To address ontology development methodology in a distributed community envi-
ronment the “The Melting Point” methodology is described. Consideration has been
applied to the previously proposed methodologies and their integration adaptation
and the re-use of components were possible within the MP. Several IEEE soft-
ware engineering practices have also been included to formulate a methodology
applicable to the requirements of community ontology development. The Melting
Point also follows Sure’s [9] work as it considers throughout the whole process the
importance of the software applications that will ultimately use the ontology. The
following sections not only present the MP methodology but also the relationship
between methodological issues and the life cycle of community-based ontologies.

An analysis of current ontology engineering methodologies is presented in
Section 4.2, emphasising the significance of commonalities across methodologies as



well as the engagement of communities of practice. Section 4.3 presents a detailed
definition of the methodology and related components; methods, techniques, activi-
ties, and tasks of the MP methodology. Sections 4.4 and 4.5 contain discussion and
conclusions, respectively.

4.2 Review of Current Methodologies

Melting Point espouses the combination of good practices from existing method-
ologies. A comparison of these methodologies is therefore appropriate, in order to
give context to MP. Several ontology methodology approaches are analysed below,
according to criteria described in detail in Section 4.2.1. These criteria are derived
from the work done by Fernandez [35], Mirzaee [18] and Corcho et al. [36].

The engineering methodologies analysed are the Enterprise Methodology pro-
posed by Uschold and King [10]; the TOVE Methodology proposed by Gruninger
and Fox [11]; the Bernaras methodology proposed by Bernaras et al. [12]; the
METHONTOLOGY methodology proposed by Fernandez et al. [37] the SENSUS
methodology proposed by Swartout et al. [14]; the DILIGENT methodology pro-
posed by Pinto et al. [15, 16]; the GM methodology proposed by Garcia et al. [17]
the iCAPTURer Methodology proposed by Good et al. [38] and the NeOn method-
ology4. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the methodologies and the results of the
analysis against the criteria. Complete details of the analysis have been provided in
Appendix for reference.

4.2.1 Criteria for Review

C1. Inheritance from knowledge engineering. Ontology building is ultimately the
assertion and representation of knowledge. Therefore, this criterion consid-
ers the influence traditional Knowledge Engineering (KE) has had on the
methodologies studied.

C2. Detail of the methodology. This criterion is used to assess the clarity with which
the methodology specifies the orchestration of methods and techniques.

C3. Strategy for building the ontology. This should provide information about the
purpose of the ontology, as well as the availability of domain experts. There
are three main strategic lines to consider: (i) the application of the ontology;
(ii) the use and type of domain experts available and (iii) the type of ontology
to be developed. These three aspects are defined in more detail from C3.1 to
C3.3.

C3.1. Application of the ontology. This criterion describes how tightly cou-
pled the ontology is going to be in relation to the application within
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which, in principle, it should be used. This is often evaluated via compe-
tency questions. Competency questions can be typically classified in two
forms: informal competency questions (natural language) and formal
competency questions. The criteria for describing the level of application
engagement are described as follows:

C3.1.1. Application dependent. The ontology is built on the basis of
an application knowledge base, by means of a process of
abstraction [35].

C3.1.2. Application semi dependent. Possible scenarios of ontology use
are identified in the specification stage [35].

C3.1.3. Application independent. The process is totally independent of
the uses to which the ontology will be put in knowledge-based
systems or any software layer making use of the ontology.

C3.2. Domain experts. This criterion outlines the level of perceived expertise
of the individuals consulted within the ontology development process. A
domain expert can be graded in the following manner:

C3.2.1. Specialised domain experts. Those with an in-depth knowledge
of their field. Within the biological context these are usu-
ally researches with vast laboratory experience, very focused
and narrowed within the domain of knowledge. Having the
specialised domain expert helps define very specific concepts
within the ontology; this can lead to a strategy for identifying
concepts known as the bottom-up approach (see C4.1).

C3.2.2. Broader-knowledge domain experts. Those who have a general
knowledge or a higher level view of the domain(s). Having this
kind of domain experts usually facilitates capturing concepts
more related to high-level abstraction, and general processes,
rather than specific vocabulary describing those processes. The
ontology may be built from high-level abstractions downwards
to specifics. This approach known as the top–down strategy for
identifying concepts (see C4.2).

C3.3. Ontology type. The ontology-type criterion classifies the ontology being
developed into the following types or categories [39, 40]:

C3.3.1. Top-level ontologies. These describe very general concepts like
space, time, event, which are independent of a particular prob-
lem domain. Such unified top-level ontologies aim at serving
large communities [9]. These ontologies are also known as
foundational ontologies or commonly called upper ontologies;
see, for instance, the DOLCE ontology [26].



C3.3.2. Domain ontologies. These are focused within a particular
domain and describe specific vocabulary.

C3.3.3. Task ontologies. These describe vocabulary related to tasks,
processes or activities.

C3.3.4. Application ontologies. As Sure [9] describes them, application
ontologies are specialisations of domain and task ontologies as
they form a base for implementing applications with a concrete
domain and scope.

C4. Strategy for identifying concepts. There are three strategies regarding the con-
struction of the ontology and the kinds of terms it is possible to capture
[41]:

C4.1. Bottom-up work from the most concrete or specific concepts to the most
abstract concepts. [41–43].

C4.2. Top-down work from the most abstract to the more domain/application
specific concepts [35].

C4.3. Middle-out work from the most relevant to the most abstract and most
domain/application-specific concepts [35, 40, 43].

C5. Recommended life cycle. This criterion evaluates whether and to what degree
the methodology implicitly or explicitly proposes a life cycle [35].

C6. Recommended methods and techniques. This criterion evaluates whether or not
there are explicit methods and techniques as part of the methodology. This is
closely related to C2. An important issue to be considered is the availability
of software supporting either the entire methodology or a particular method of
the methodology. This criterion also deals with the methods or software tools
available within the methodology for representing the ontology, for example,
in OWL5, or RDF6.

C7. Applicability. As knowledge engineering is still in its infancy it is important to
evaluate the methodology in the context of those ontologies for which it has
been applied.

C8. Community involvement. As has been pointed out before in this chapter, it is
important to know the level of involvement of the community. Phrasing this as
a question, is the community a consumer of the ontology or is the community
taking an active role in its development?

C9. Knowledge elicitation. Knowledge elicitation is a major bottleneck when rep-
resenting knowledge [44]. It is therefore important to know if the methodology
assumes knowledge elicitation to be an integral part of the methodology; does
it describe the elicitation techniques?



4.2.2 Finding the Melting Point

The considerable number of methodologies coupled with the limited descriptive
detail of the ontology development approach makes it extremely difficult to present
a consensus or a melting point where the methodologies converge. From the method-
ologies studied, very few clearly state the methods and techniques suggested in
the methodology. However, the roles of those participating in the development
of the ontology are clearly outlined. The following sections discuss the identified
commonality and differences in approach, elucidated from the evaluation of the
methodologies.

Common features. There are certain commonalities in the ontology development
approach across the methodologies. For instance, all the studied methodologies con-
sider an inception, formalisation as well as an evaluation phase. Figure 4.1 illustrates
those shared stages across all methodologies. The DILIGENT and GM methodolo-
gies, however, present some fundamental differences when compared to the other
methodologies — both were engineered for developing ontologies within geograph-
ically distributed settings. The differences identified between the DILIGENT and
the GM methodology on the one hand and the other methodologies are presented
and described below:

Life cycle. For both DILIGENT and GM, the ontology is constantly evolving,
in a never-ending cycle. The life cycle of the ontology is understood as an
open cycle in which the ontology evolves in a dynamic manner.

Fig. 4.1 Common features of the methodologies reviewed



Collaboration. For both DILIGENT and GM, a group of people agrees on the
formal specification of the concepts, relations, attributes, and axioms that the
ontology should provide. This approach empowers domain experts in a way
that sets DILIGENT apart from the other methodologies.

Knowledge elicitation. Due in part to the involvement of the community and
in part to the importance of the agreements, for DILIGENT and the GM
methodology knowledge elicitation is assigned a high level of importance; it
supports the process by which consensus is reached.

The GM, DILIGENT and NeOn methodologies consider the ontology to be con-
stantly evolving. In fact, the life cycle spirals, with the ontology progressing over
each iteration of the cycle. In addition, the GM methodology also emphasises the
notion of collaboration in the development process, particularly during knowledge
elicitation. The GM knowledge elicitation relies heavily on interaction; the higher
the level of interaction amongst domain experts, the more refined the specific models
are likely to be. Both DILIGENT and GM methodologies assume a leading role for
the domain experts as well as a tight relationship between the ontology and the soft-
ware application in which it will ultimately be used. Within the NeOn framework
the focus is more on the network of ontologies rather than specifically on the act of
collaboration amongst domain experts. However, NeOn offers a complete review of
methods that in principle support collaboration when building ontologies; NeOn
supports the collaboration over two main axes: argumentation and collaborative
editing.

The GM, DILIGENT and NeOn methodologies consider the ontology to be con-
stantly evolving. In fact, the life cycle spirals, with the ontology progressing over
each iteration of the cycle. In addition, the GM methodology also emphasises the
notion of collaboration in the development process, particularly during knowledge
elicitation. The GM knowledge elicitation relies heavily on interaction; the higher
the level of interaction amongst domain experts, the more refined the specific mod-
els are likely to be. Both DILIGENT and GM methodologies assume a leading role
for the domain experts as well as a tight relationship between the ontology and the
software application in which it will ultimately be used.

Differences amongst Methodologies. As illustrated by the summary table, no
methodology completely satisfies all the criteria. Some of the methodologies, such
as that of Bernaras, provide information about the importance of the relationship
between the final application using the ontology and the process by which the ontol-
ogy is engineered. This consideration is not always taken from the beginning of the
development; clearly the kind of ontology that is being developed heavily influences
this relationship. For instance, foundational ontologies rarely consider the software
using the ontology as an important issue; these ontologies focus more on funda-
mental issues affecting the classification system such as time, space, and events.
They tend to study the intrinsic nature of entities independently from the particular
domain in which the ontology is going to be used [37].



The final application in which the ontology will be used also influences which
domain experts should be considered for the development of the ontologies.
For instance, specialised domain experts are necessary when developing appli-
cation ontologies, domain ontologies or task ontologies, but they tend not to
have such a predominant role when building foundational ontologies. For these
kinds of ontologies philosophers and broader knowledge experts are usually more
appropriate.

None of the methodologies investigated provided detail; the descriptions for the
processes were scarce, and where present theoretical. There was no analysis of
actual ontology building sessions. The methods employed during the development
of the ontologies were not fully described. For instance the reasons for choos-
ing a particular method over a similar one were not presented. Similarly there
was no indication as to what software should be used to develop the ontologies.
METHONTOLOGY was a particular case for which there is a software environ-
ment associated to the methodology; the recommended software WebODE [45] was
developed by the same group to be used within the framework proposed by their
methodology.

Although the methodologies investigated have different views on the life cycle
of the ontology, only DILIGENT, NeOn and GM consider the life cycle to be
dynamic. This is reflected in the processes these methodologies propose. The devel-
opment happens in a continuum; some parts within the methodologies are iterative
processes, but the steps are linear, taking place one after the other. In the case of
DILIGENT the different view on the life cycle is clear. NeOn poses a view of the
process that is closer to the one proposed by the MP methodology; it provides a
clear view of the overall process and provides some detail as to the actual ontology
building practice.

The lack of support for the continued involvement of domain experts who may
be located around the world was not considered when engineering most of the stud-
ied methodologies. As both, the SW and the biodomain, pose a scenario for which
information is highly decentralised, domain experts are geographically distributed
and the interaction takes place mostly on a virtual basis, such consideration is impor-
tant. For both cases the realisation of the SW vision, as well as the achievement of
collaboration, is more about a change in people and communities of practices than
it is about technology [4, 46].

Evolution and community involvement. Ontologies in the biomedical domain not
only are domain and/or task specific but also application oriented. Within both, the
SW and the biodomain, the construction of applications and ontologies will not
always take place as part of the same software development projects. It is there-
fore important for these ontologies to be easily extensible; their life cycle is one in
which the ontologies are in constant evolution, highly dynamic and highly re-usable.
Ontologies in biology have always supported a wide range of applications; the
microarray ontology (MO) [47], for instance, is used by several, unrelated microar-
ray laboratories information systems around the world. In both scenarios, SW and
biology, not only is the structure of the ontology constantly evolving but also the



role of the knowledge engineer is not that of a leader but more that of a facilitator
of collaboration and communication amongst domain experts.

Parallels can be drawn between the biological domain and the SW. The SW-
related scenarios are often described as being distributed, loosely controlled and
evolving [15]. The main differences between the classic proposals for building
ontologies and those requirements applied to the SW have been summarised by
Pinto et al. [15], as well as Garcia et al. [17], and are described in four key
points:

1. Distributed information processing with ontologies: Within the SW scenario,
ontologies are developed by geographically distributed domain experts willing
to collaborate, whereas KE deals with centrally developed ontologies.

2. Domain expert-centric design: Within the SW scenario, domain experts guide the
effort while the knowledge engineer assists them. There is a clear and dynamic
separation between the domain of knowledge and the operational domain. In
contrast, traditional KE approaches relegate the role of the expert as an informant
to the knowledge engineer.

3. Ontologies are in constant evolution in SW, whereas in KE scenarios, ontologies
are simply developed and deployed.

4. Additionally, within the SW scenario, fine-grained guidance should be provided
by the knowledge engineer to the domain experts.

Collaboration is present in the DILIGENT, iCAPTURer, NeOn and GM method-
ologies. However, neither DILIGENT nor GM propose methods for engaging the
collaborators, nor do they provide clear methodological guidelines. Alternatively,
NeOn proposes a set of methods and techniques for most of the steps described.
Nevertheless, the process of knowledge elicitation, whether within the context of
collaboration or as a focus group activity, is not fully addressed in most of the
methodologies investigated. METHONTOLOGY and NeOn consider knowledge
elicitation as part of the methodology, but there are no recommendations regarding
knowledge elicitation methods.

One important feature that is not covered by any of the methodologies inves-
tigated is the use of upper level ontologies; as these are meant to support
classification based on universal criterion it is important to understand the struc-
ture proposed by these ontologies in order to ease the integration of domain
ontologies.

Collaboration, knowledge elicitation, a better understanding of the ontology life
cycle and detailed description for the different steps involved are important criteria
that should be documented to ensure that methodologies may be more efficiently
replicated and applied. There is also an increasing need to emphasis the reuse of
methodologies rather than developing ad hoc, de novo methodologies. The reuse
of methodologies will go some way to ensure efficient development, interoperabil-
ity and the elucidation of best practice in ontology development, irrespective of
the domain of application. These are precisely the issues that a methodology for
community-based ontologies needs to address.



4.3 The Melting Point Methodology

The following outlines the Melting Point methodology and can serve as a “manual”
for ontology engineering. As mentioned in Section 4.1, many of the techniques are
best practices chosen from other methodologies, and as such extensive reference is
made back to these methodologies. The MP methodology aims to provide ontology
developers with a detailed view of the processes that should take place when build-
ing ontologies; it supports the orchestration of steps in the development process
based on the inputs consumed and outputs produced by the methods and techniques
used. MP is not prescriptive about specific techniques or methods; ontology devel-
opers should consider the use of those that best suit their particular situation. This
document, as well as several deliverables from the NeOn project are a good source
of information regarding the methods and techniques available.

For the purpose of MP, the activities involved are framed within pro-
cesses and activities, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3; this conception is promoted by
METHONTOLOGY [35] for centralised settings. As these activities were not con-
ceived within decentralised settings, their scope has been redefined, so that they
better fit the life cycle of ontologies developed by communities. The methodology
here presented emphasises: decentralised settings and community involvement. It
also stresses the importance of the life cycle these ontologies follow, and provides
activities, methods and techniques coherently embedded within this life cycle.

The methodology and the life cycle are illustrated in Fig. 4.2. The overall
process starts with documentation and management processes; the development
process immediately follows. Managerial activities happen throughout the whole
life cycle; as the interaction amongst domain experts ensures not only the qual-
ity of the ontology, but also that those predefined control activities take place. The
development process has five main activities: specification, conceptualisation, for-
malisation implementation and evaluation. Different prototypes or versions of the
ontology are thus constantly being created. Initially these prototypes may be unsta-
ble, as the classes and properties may drastically change. In spite of this, the process
evolves rapidly, achieving a stability that facilitates the use of the ontology; changes
become more focused on the inclusion of classes and instances, rather than on the
redefinition of the class hierarchy.

4.3.1 Definition of Terminology

To aid the clarity of the methodology descriptions the interpretation of key
terminology must be made clear. The meaning of the terms methodologies,
techniques and methods follow the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) descriptions [18, 19], as recommended by Perez-Gomez et al. [32],
[48], Fernandez et al. [37] Pinto et al. [15, 49] and Garcia et al. [17]. Both
Fernandez et al. and Perez-Gomez et al. emphasise the importance of complying
with the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) standards, more



Fig. 4.2 Life cycle, processes, activities and view of the methodology

specifically with the IEEE standard for software quality assurance plans [50]. Not
only does standards compliance ensure careful and systematic planning for the
development, but it also ensures the applicability of the methodology to a broad
range of problems. As such, we have also adopted terminology from the above-
mentioned IEEE standard. A methodology should be interpreted as a “comprehen-
sive integrated series of techniques or methods creating a general system theory of
how a class of thought-intensive work ought to be performed” [18]. Methodologies
are composed of both techniques and methods. A method is an “orderly” process or
procedure used in the engineering of a product or performing a service [20]. A tech-
nique is a “technical and managerial procedure used to achieve a given objective”
[18]. Thus methodologies bring together techniques and methods in an orches-
trated way such that the work can be done. Figure 4.3 illustrates these relationships
graphically.

Greenwood [51] and Gomez-Perez et al. [52] present these terminological rela-
tionships in a simple way: “a method is a general procedure while a technique is the
specific application of a method and the way in which the method is executed” [52].
According to the IEEE [53] a process is a “function that must be performed in the
software life cycle. A process is composed by activities”. The same set of standards
defines an activity as “a constituent task of a process” [53]. A task is the atomic unit



Fig. 4.3 Relationships amongst ontology engineering terms

of work that may be monitored, evaluated and/or measured; more formally, a task is
“a well defined work assignment for one or more project member. Related tasks are
usually grouped to form activities” [53].

4.3.2 Management Processes

The management activities are initiated as soon as there is a motivation (speci-
fication) and a decision for developing the ontology, therefore an artefact and a
process to manage. The management process continues through the remainder of the
ontology development process. Some of the activities involved in the management
processes are

Scheduling. Scheduling identifies tasks, time and resources needed.
Control. Control ensures that the planned tasks are completed.
Inbound interaction. Inbound interaction specifies how the interaction amongst

domain experts will take place, for instance, by phone calls, mailing lists,
wiki and static Web pages.

Outbound interaction. As different communities should in principle be allowed
to participate, there has to be an inclusion policy that specifies how a new
community could collaborate and engage with the ongoing development.

Quality assurance. This activity defines minimal standards for the outputs from
each and every process, activity or task carried out during the development
of the ontology.

Scheduling project management techniques can be employed such as Gantt
charts to and define milestones and deadlines. Several software suites exist to assist
in project management, both commercial and open source. Specific technologies
for documentation and communication are discussed in Garcia et al.17]. In addition,



more generic content management and communication systems can be employed for
documenting and communicating the management process, such as those identified
and reviewed by Mooney and Baenziger [54]. For both scheduling and controlling,
the software tool(s) should in principle

– help to plan the activities and tasks that need to be completed,
– give a basis for scheduling when these tasks will be carried out,
– facilitate planning the allocation of resources needed to complete the project,
– help to work out the critical path for a project where one must complete it by a

particular date,
– facilitate the interaction amongst participants and
– provide participants with simple means for exchanging information.

4.3.3 Documentation Processes

The documentation is a continuum process throughout the entire development of
the ontology. This documentation should make it possible for new communities of
practice to get involved in the development of the ontology. These include early
processes such as the specification of the purpose of the ontology right through to
later processes such as formalisation and evaluation of the ontology.

Documenting classes and properties. Although documentation can happen natu-
rally, facilitated by discussions via an email basis, it is often difficult to follow the
argumentative thread. Even so, the information contained in mailing lists is useful
and should whenever possible be related to classes and properties. Use cases, in
the form of examples for which the use of a term is well illustrated, should also be
part of the documentation of classes and properties. Ontology editors allow domain
experts to comment on the ontology; this kind of documentation is useful, as it
reflects the understanding of the domain expert. For classes and properties there are
three main sources of documentation:

Mailing lists. Discussions about why a class should be part of the ontology, why
it should be part of a particular class hierarchy, how it is being used by the
community, how a property relates two classes, and in general all discussions
relevant to the ontology happen on an email basis.

On-the-ontology comments. In the cases when domain experts are familiarised
with the ontology editor, they usually comment on classes and properties.

Use cases. This should be the main source of structured documentation pro-
vided by domain experts. However, gathering use cases is often difficult and
time consuming. The use cases should illustrate how a term is being used
in a particular context, how the term is related to other terms, and those
different uses or meanings a term may have. Guidance is available for the
construction of use cases when developing software; however, this direction
is not available when building ontologies. From those experiences in which



the author participated some general guide can be drawn, for instance, use
cases should be brief, they should be based upon real-life examples, knowl-
edge engineers have to be familiar with the terminology as well as with the
domain of knowledge because use cases are usually provided in the form
of narratives describing processes, graphical illustrations should be part of
the use case, and also whenever possible concept maps, or other related KA
artefacts, should be used.

4.3.4 Development-Oriented Processes

These are the processes by which the ontology is actually built and represent the
core of the methodology. The life cycle, documentation and management provide a
framework in which development-oriented processes are embedded.

Specification. The specification of the ontology involves defining the motivation;
in other words why the development of an ontology is required for the application
domain. The specification phase can also be called a feasibility study and includes
addressing straightforward questions such as “What is the ontology going to be used
for?”, “How is the ontology ultimately going to be used by the software implemen-
tation?”, “What do we want the ontology to be aware of?” and “What is the scope of
the knowledge we want to have in the ontology?”. The answers to these questions
are typically represented as competency questions, which define the requirements of
the ontology. The requirements are dependent on the motivation and are described
as informal questions or tasks that an ontology must be able to answer or perform.
In other words, competency questions are those questions for which we want the
ontology to be able to provide support for reasoning and inferring processes [17].
It is often helpful to include competency questions, as they can help to enforce the
boundaries of the scope of the ontology.

Conceptualisation. The conceptualisation of the ontology is the process of identi-
fying the key concepts that exist in the domain, their properties and the relationships
that hold between them; this includes identifying natural language terms to refer to
such concepts, relations and attributes as well as structuring domain knowledge into
explicit conceptual models [55]. Gruber’s design principles. [4] are relevant to the
conceptualisation process as described below:

Gruber’s first principle. “The conceptualisation should be specified at the
knowledge level without depending on a particular symbol-level encoding.”

Gruber’s second principle. “Since ontological commitment is based on the con-
sistent use of the vocabulary, ontological commitment can be minimised by
specifying the weakest theory and defining only those terms that are essential
to the communication of knowledge consistent with the theory.”

Gruber’s third principle. “An ontology should communicate effectively
the intended meaning of defined terms. Definitions should be objective.
Definitions can be stated on formal axioms, and a complete definition



(defined by necessary and sufficient conditions) is preferred over a partial
definition. All definitions should be documented with natural language.”

The process of conceptualisation typically involves the activities of domain anal-
ysis (DA) and knowledge elicitation (KE) and knowledge acquisition (KA). DA is
the process by which a domain of knowledge is analysed in order to find common
and variable components that best describe that domain. KE the process of collecting
from a human source of knowledge, information that is relevant to that knowledge
[44]. KA includes the elicitation, collection, analysis, modelling and validation of
knowledge for knowledge engineering and knowledge management projects. The
notion for both KA and KE comes from the development of knowledge bases; for
the purposes of developing ontologies, KA and KE can be considered as transpos-
able terms. KA and DA are interchangeable and complementary activities by which
the information used in a particular domain is identified, captured and organised for
the purpose of making it available in an ontology [56].

Those activities related to DA and KA focus more on capturing and represent-
ing knowledge in a more immediate manner and not necessarily on having logical
expressions as part of the models; whereas when formalising and evaluating an
ontology, activities and tasks are more oriented to include logical constrains and
expressions. DA and KA may be seen as the art of questioning, since ultimately all
relevant knowledge is either directly or indirectly in the heads of domain experts.
This activity involves the definition of the terminology, i.e. the linguistic phase.
This starts by the identification of those reusable ontologies and terminates with the
baseline ontology, i.e. a draft version containing few but seminal elements of an
ontology.

Identifying available sources of knowledge is also important; by doing so it can
help to refine or confirm the ontology specification. In the bio-ontology domain this
process can be facilitated by the OBO Foundry, which is a registry of available and
accessible domain ontologies. Searching the registry can be made possible via the
BioPortal from the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO) [57] or the
Ontology Lookup Service7. The OLS provides a user-friendly single entry point for
querying publicly available ontologies in the Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO)
format. By means of the OLS it is possible to verify if an ontology term has already
been defined and in which ontology is available [58].

The following criteria are important during knowledge acquisition [17]:

Accuracy in the definition of terms. The linguistic part of the ontology devel-
opment is also meant to support the sharing of information/knowledge.
The availability of context as part of the definition is useful when sharing
knowledge.

Coherence. The narrative should be coherent; descriptions should make
sense within the context in which they are intended to have a meaning.



Moreover, narratives should provide examples from which instances can be
gathered.

Extensibility. This approach may be seen as an aggregation problem; CMs are
constantly gaining information, which is always part of a bigger narration.
Extending the conceptual model is not only about adding more detail to
the existing CMs or just about generating new CMs; it is also about group-
ing concepts into higher-level abstractions and validating these with domain
experts. Scaling the models involves the participation of both the domain
experts and the knowledge engineer. It is mostly done by direct interview
and confrontation with the models from different perspectives. The partici-
pation of new “fresh” domain experts, as well as the intervention of experts
from allied domains, allows analysing the models from different angles. This
participatory process allows re-factorising the models by increasing the level
of abstraction.

The OBO Foundry has tried to define their criteria for defining terms. These OBO
Foundry naming conventions8 outline how to represent class labels and definitions
to maintain consistency within one ontology and to provide a common naming con-
ventions for integration across resources to avoid conflicts both at a human readable
level and at a logical level.

For the purpose of DA and KA it is critical to elicit and represent knowledge from
domain experts. They do not, however, have to be aware of knowledge representa-
tion languages; this makes it important that the elicited knowledge is represented
in a language-independent manner. Researchers participating in knowledge elicita-
tion sessions are not always aware of the importance of the session; however, they
are aware of their own operational knowledge. This is consistent with the first of
Gruber’s design principles.

Regardless of the syntactic format in which the information is encoded domain
experts have to communicate and exchange information. For this matter it is usually
the case that wide general theories, principles, broad-scope problem specifications
are more useful when engaging domain experts in discussions, as these tend to
contain only essential basic terms, known across the community and causing the
minimal number of discrepancies (see the second design principle). As the commu-
nity engages in the development process and the ontology grows, it becomes more
important to have definitions that are usable by computer systems and humans (see
the third design principle). The relevant milestones, techniques and tasks for DA-
and KA-related activities are

Tasks. Focal groups, limited information and constrained-processing tasks,
protocol analysis, direct one-to-one interviews, terminology extraction, and
inspection of existing ontologies.



Techniques. Concept mapping, sorting techniques, automatic or semi-automatic
terminology extraction, informal modelling and identifying pre-existing
resources.

Milestones. Baseline ontology, knowledge sources, basic terminology, reusable
ontologies.

Formalisation. Formalisation of the ontology is the activity during which the
classes are constrained and instances are annotated against their corresponding
classes. For example, “a male is constrained to be an animal with a y-chromosome”.
During the formalisation domain experts and knowledge engineers work with an
ontology editor. When building iterative models and formalising the ontology the
model grows in complexity; instances, classes and properties are added and logi-
cal expressions are built in order to have definitions with necessary and sufficient
conditions. For both formalisation and iterative building of models, Gruber’s fourth
designing principle and Noy and McGuinness’ guidelines [59] are applicable:

Gruber’s fourth principle. “An ontology should be coherent: that is, it should
sanction inferences that are consistent with the definitions. [. . .] If a sentence
that can be inferred from the axioms contradicts a definition or example given
informally, then the ontology is inconsistent.”

Noy and McGuinness’ first guideline. “The ontology should not contain all the
possible information about the domain: you do not need to specialise (or
generalise) more than you need for your application.”

Noy and McGuinness’ second guideline. “Subconcepts of a concept usually (i)
have additional relations that the superconcept does not have or (ii) restric-
tions different from these of superconcepts or (iii) participate indifferent
relationships than superconcepts. In other words, we introduce a new con-
cept in the hierarchy usually only when there is something that we can say
about this concept that we cannot say about the superconcept. As an excep-
tion, concepts in terminological hierarchies do not have to introduce new
relations.”

Noy and McGuinness’ third guideline. “If a distinction is important in the
domain and we think of the objects with different values for the distinction
as different kinds of objects, then we should create a new concept for the
distinction.”

Implementation. The implementation of the ontology concerns the choice and jus-
tification of the encoding formalism, for example, the OBO format or the Web
Ontology Language (OWL). The choice and the justification of a language take
into account the required expressivity demanded by the specification process and by
extension the tools required to facilitate the encoding. For example, if the chosen
language was OWL, then it would be appropriate to use an ontology editor such
as Protege9. Ultimately implementation is concerned with encoding the decisions



made as part of the formalisation process. However, the implementation process and
the formalisation process can often happen simultaneously as an iterative process.

Iterative building of ontology models (IBOM). Iterative building of informal
ontology models helps to expand the glossary of terms, relations, their definition
or meaning, and additional information such as examples to clarify the meaning
where appropriate. Different models are built and validated with the domain experts.
There is a fine boundary between the baseline ontology and the refined ontology;
both are works in progress, but the community involved has agreed upon the refined
ontology.

Methods, techniques and milestones for the IBOM. Some milestones, techniques
and tasks for IBOM related activities are

Tasks. Focal groups.
Techniques. Concept mapping, informal modelling with an ontology editor.
Milestones. Refined ontology.

4.3.5 Evaluation

There is no unified framework to evaluate ontologies and this remains an active
field of research [32]. When developing ontologies on a community basis four main
evaluation activities have been identified:

Specification evaluation. The specification defines the motivation and the scope
of the ontology in the form of competency questions. Specification evaluation
concerns the ability of the ontology to answer the competency questions and
therefore demonstrate fulfilment of the intended scope.

Application-dependent evaluation. It is considered that ontologies should be
evaluated according to their fitness for purpose, i.e. an ontology developed
for annotation purposes should be evaluated by the quality of the annotation
and the usability of the annotation software [17]. The community carries out
this type of evaluation in an interactive manner; as the ontology is being
used for several purposes a constant feedback is generated. The feedback
thus gathered also helps in the evolution of the ontology; as the community
comments on an ontology term being used to annotate a resource, ontology
engineers are able to include, delete or edit terms in the ontology. This makes
it possible for the community to effectively guarantee the usability and the
quality of the ontology. By the same token, the recall and precision of the
data, and the usability of the conceptual query builder, should form the basis
of the evaluation of an ontology designed to enable data retrieval.

Terminology evaluation. This activity was proposed by Perez-Gomez et al. [60].
The goal of the evaluation is to determine what the ontology defines and
how accurate these definitions are. Perez-Gomez et al. provides the following
criteria for the evaluation:



Consistency. It is assumed that a given definition is consistent if, and
only if, no contradictory knowledge may be inferred from other
definitions and axioms in the ontology.

Completeness. It is assumed that ontologies are in principle incomplete
[32, 60], however, it should be possible to evaluate the completeness
within the context in which the ontology will be used. An ontology
is complete if and only if All that is supposed to be in the ontology is
explicitly stated, or can be inferred.

Conciseness. An ontology is concise if it does not store unnecessary
knowledge, and the redundancy in the set of definitions has been
properly removed.

Taxonomy evaluation. This evaluation is usually carried out by means of rea-
soned systems such as RACER [61] and Pellet [62]. The knowledge engineer
checks for inconsistencies in the taxonomy, these may due to errors in the
logical expressions that are part of the axioms.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Melting Point Evaluated

The Melting Point (MP) methodology emphasises an integral knowledge manage-
ment cycle. It is influenced by METHONTOLOGY and the work done by Sure in
the field of knowledge management. The MP makes use of several methods and
techniques, defining the steps which should be undertaken. The MP methodology
stresses the importance of the orchestration of methods and techniques based on
coherence between outcomes and deliverables for each step, thus proposing a flexi-
ble structure that can be adapted without losing rigor in the process. When evaluated
against the criteria presented in Section 4.1, the MP methodology can be seen to
have the following properties:

C1. Inheritance from knowledge engineering. Highly influenced by knowledge
engineering.

C2. Detail of the methodology. Although it defines steps the MP methodology
stresses the importance of an orchestration based on those outcomes and deliv-
erables from each step. The MP aims for a flexible rigor, rather than a strict
series of steps.

C3. Strategy for building the ontology.

C3.1. Application of the ontology. application independent.
C3.2. Domain experts. The methodology is intended to make use of knowl-

edge gathered from all levels of domain experts. It is assumed an active
participation of domain experts.

C3.3. Ontology type. The methodology is best suited for domain ontologies.



C4. Strategy for identifying concepts. Concepts are identified by a variety of meth-
ods and techniques; the MP does not enforce the use of a particular method or
technique; it proposes processes for which there can be several methods and
techniques available. It assumes an active participation of domain experts in
that for the MP methodology domain experts are also modelers.

C5. Recommended life cycle. Processes, activities and tasks are proposed and
orchestrated within an incremental evolutionary spiral model.

C6. Recommended methods and techniques.] The MP methodology proposes some
methods and techniques; these are, however, changeable as the methodology
does not emphasise the use of particular methods and techniques but rather
stresses the impotence of an orchestrated Knowledge management process.

C7. Applicability. Parts of the proposed methodology have been applied and
reported [17, 63]. The MP methodology is based upon these experiences and
on the observation of several ontology development processes such as the
CARMEN project10.

C8. Community involvment. Active steps are taken to ensure that the community
takes a leading role in the development process.

C9. Knowledge elicitation. Knowledge elicitation is an integral part of the overall
process.

4.4.2 IEEE Standards Compliance

As discussed by [34], METHONTOLOGY is the only methodology that rigorously
complies with IEEE standards; this facilitates the applicability and extendibility
of the methodology. Other methodologies, such as those studied by [42] do not
intentionally meet the terms posed by the IEEE. However, some of the proposed
activities by those ontologies may be framed within IEEE standards. The Melting
Point methodology proposed here reuses and adapts many components from
METHONTOLOGY and other methodologies within the context of decentralised
settings and participatory design. It also follows Sure’s [9] work as it considers
throughout the whole process the importance of the software applications that will
ultimately use the ontology. The work done by Sure is complementary to the one
presented in this chapter, as both works study different edges of the same process:
developing knowledge-based software.

4.4.3 Quality Assurance

METHONTOLOGY allows for a controlled development and evolution of the ontol-
ogy placing special emphasis on quality assurance (QA) thought the processes.



Although QA is considered, the authors do not propose any methods for this spe-
cific task. Management, development and support activities are carried out in a
centralised manner; a limited group of domain experts interact with the knowledge
engineer, conceptualise and prototype the ontology, successive prototypes are then
built, the ontology gains more formality (e.g. logical constraints are introduced)
until it is decided that the ontology may be deployed. Once the ontology has been
deployed a maintenance process takes place. Neither the development nor the evo-
lution of the ontology involves a decentralised community; the process does not
assume a constant incremental growth of the ontology as it has been observed, and
reported by [17] QA is also considered to be a centralised activity, contrasting with
the way decentralised ontologies promote the participation of the community in part
to ensure the quality of the delivered ontology.

4.4.4 Activities Become Interrelated

As those required ontologies grow in complexity so does the process by which they
are obtained. Methods, techniques, activities and tasks become more group-oriented,
making it necessary to re-evaluate the whole process as well as the way by which it
is described. The IEEE proposes a set of concepts that should in principle facilitate
the description of a methodology; however, these guidelines should be better scoped
for decentralised environments.

Activities within decentralised ontology developments are highly interrelated.
However, the maturity of the product allows engineers and domain experts to deter-
mine boundaries and by doing so establishing milestones for each and every activity
and task. Although managerial activities are interrelated and impact at a high level
those development processes it is advisable not to have rigid management struc-
tures. For instance, control and inbound–outbound activities usually coexist with
some development activities when a new term needs to be added. This interac-
tion requires the orchestration of all the activities to ensure the evolution of the
ontology. This interaction and orchestration of activities with defined boundaries
and milestones are evident in the bio-ontology domain from the development of
the Proteomics Standards Initiatives (PSI) sample processing and separations con-
trolled vocabulary, sepCV. The PSI aims to facilitate global proteomics models for
publication, data storage,data comparisons and dataintegration and to standardise
and advance proteomics research [64]. To this end, they have developed mini-
mum reporting guidelines [65], data transfer formats and ontologies to control the
terminology used for reporting. The sepCV ontology had an initial specification
and therefore milestones to represent the technology of gel electrophoresis [66].
However, its scope was then expanded to cover gel image informatics, so the life
cycle continued collecting and representing community-defined concepts for both
gel electrophoresis and gel informatics. In addition to these two technologies the
sepCV is also expected to expand its specification to cover other separation tech-
nologies, such as column chromatography and capillary electrophoresis, with the



consequences that these interactions require the orchestration of all the activities
to ensure the evolution of the ontology to fit dynamic boundaries and expanding
specification over its life cycle.

4.4.5 Recommended Life Cycle: Incremental Evolutionary Spiral

When communities are developing ontologies the life cycle varies. The ontology
is not deployed on a one-off basis; there is thus no definitive final version of the
ontology. The involvement of the community allows for rapid evolution, as well as
for very high-quality standards; errors are identified and discussed then corrections
are made available within short time frames.

The model upon which this proposed methodology is based brings together ideas
from, linear sequential modelling [29, 67], prototyping, spiral [68], incremental
[69, 70] and the evolutionary models [29, 71]. Due to the dynamic nature of the
interaction when developing ontologies on a community basis the model grows
rapidly and continuously. As this happens prototypes are being delivered, docu-
mentation is constantly being generated, and evaluation takes place at all times as
the growth of the model is due to the argumentation amongst domain experts. The
development process is incremental as new activities may happen without disrupting
the evolution of the collaboration. The model is therefore an incremental evolution-
ary spiral in which tasks and activities can coexist simultaneously at some level of
detail. As the process moves forward activities and/or tasks are applied recursively
depending on the needs. The evolution of the model is dynamic and the interaction
amongst domain experts and with the model happens all the time. Figure 4.4 illus-
trates the model as well as how processes, activities and tasks are consistent with
the model.

4.5 Conclusions

The Melting Point methodology proposed here reuses some components that various
authors have identified as part of their methodologies for ontology development.
This chapter has investigated how to use these components within decentralised
settings, using the biomedical domain as an example. A domain where community
development is critical to understanding a large, complex and an ever expanding
knowledge base. Not only can the Melting Point methodology be demonstrated in
the life science domain, the methodology can also be applicable to the development
of the knowledge infrastructure of the Semantic Web, a decentralised environment
by design.

The Melting Point methodology stresses the importance of a detailed description
of the methods, techniques, activities, and tasks that could be used for developing
community-based ontologies. Furthermore, a discussion of how the development
process evolves adapts and expands with increasing or redefining of the ontology
specification is presented within the life cycle model of these ontologies.



Fig. 4.4 A view of the whole process, showing development activities and the artefacts they
produce and consume

The adoption of the Melting Point methodology should provide a level of rigour
and consistent development of ontologies, with a particular focus on community
contribution. The methodology may facilitate a process by which the OBO Foundry
principles for bio-ontology development11 can be achieved. Ontologies developed
within the same methodology framework may aid in increasing ontology interoper-
ability and integration, as the processes and design decisions can be disseminated
upon publication and therefore followed and evaluated.

As we increasingly build large ontologies against complex domain knowledge in
a community and collaborative manner there is an identified need for a method-
ology to provide a framework for this process. A shared methodology tailored
for the decentralised development environment, facilitated by the Internet should
increasingly enable and encourage the development of ontologies fit for purpose.
The Melting Point methodology provides this framework which should enable
the ontology community to cope with the escalating demands for scalability and



repeatability in the representation of community-defined knowledge bases, such as
those in biomedicine and the Semantic Web.

A. Appendix: Review of Methodologies

A.1 The Enterprise Methodology

Uschold and King proposed a set of four activities that are listed here and illustrated
in Fig. 4.5

Fig. 4.5 Uschold and King methodology

1. Identify the purpose and scope of the ontology
2. Build the ontology, for which they specify three activities:

– Knowledge capture
– Development / coding
– Integrating with other ontologies

3. Evaluate
4. Document the ontology

C1. The methodology does not explicitly inherit methods from knowledge engi-
neering. Although Uschold and King identify steps that are in principle related
to some methodologies from knowledge engineering. Neither a feasibility
study nor a prototype method is proposed.

C2. Stages are identified, but no detail is provided. In particular the Ontology
Coding Integration and Evaluation sections are presented in a superfluous
manner [18].



C3. Limited information is provided. The proposed method is application inde-
pendent and very general, in principle it is applicable to other domains. The
authors do not present information about the kind of domain experts they advise
working with.

C4. Uschold and Kind do not provide a clear criterion for the selection of either
approach. For Uschold and King the disadvantage of using the top-down
approach is that by starting with a few general concepts there may be some
ambiguity in the final product. Alternatively, with the bottom-up approach too
much detail may be provided and not all this detail could be used in the final
version of the ontology [41]. This in principle favours the middle-out approach
proposed by Lakoff [43]. The middle-out is not only conceived as a middle
path between bottom-up and top-down, but also relies on the understanding
that categories are not simply organised in hierarchies from the most general to
the most specific, but are rather organised cognitively in such a way that cate-
gories are located in the middle of the general-to-specific hierarchy. Going up
from this level is the generalisation and going down is the specialisation [43,
18].

C5. No life cycle is recommended.
C6. No techniques or methods are recommended. The authors mention the impor-

tance of representing the captured knowledge but do not make explicit rec-
ommendations as to which knowledge formalism to use. This methodology
does not support any particular software as a development tool. The integra-
tion with other ontologies is not described, nor is any method recommended
to overcome this issue, nor is whether this integration involves extending the
generated ontology or merging it with an existing one explained.

C7. The methodology was used to generate the Enterprise ontology [10].
C8. Communities are not involved in this methodology.
C9. For those activities specified within the building stage the authors do not pro-

pose any specific method for representing the ontology (e.g. frames, description
logic). The authors place special emphasis on knowledge elicitation. However,
they are not specific in developing this further.

A.2 The TOVE Methodology

The Toronto Virtual Enterprise (TOVE) methodology involves building a logical
model of the knowledge that is to be specified by means of an ontology. The steps
involved as well as their corresponding outcomes are illustrated in Fig. 4.6.

C1. The methodology is heavily influenced by the development of knowledge-
based systems using first-order logic [36].

C2. No specifics are provided on the activities involved.
C3. The TOVE methodology emphasises competency questions as well as motivat-

ing scenarios as important components in their methodology. This methodol-
ogy is application semidependent as specific terminology is used not only to
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Fig. 4.6 The TOVE methodology

formalise questions but also to build the completeness theorems used to evalu-
ate the ontology. Once the competency questions have been formally stated, the
conditions under which the solutions to the questions must be defined should
be formalised. The authors do not present information about the kind of domain
experts they advise working with.

C4. This methodology adopts a middle-out strategy.
C5. No indication about a life cycle is given.
C6. The importance of competency questions are emphasised. However, they do

not provide techniques or methods to approach this problem.
C7. The Toronto Virtual Enterprise ontology was built using this methodology [72].
C8. Communities are not involved in this methodology.
C9. No particular indication for eliciting knowledge is given.

A.3 The Bernaras Methodology

Bernaras work was developed as part of the KACTUS [12] project which aimed to
investigate the feasibility of knowledge reuse in technical systems.

C1. This methodology is thus heavily influenced by knowledge engineering.
C2. Limited detail about the methodology is provided.



C3. This methodology is application dependant. As the development of this
methodology took place within a larger engineering effort ontologies were
being developed hand-in-hand with the corresponding software. This implies
that domain experts were being used for both tasks, for requirements interviews
and studies as well as for ontology development. This, however, does not mean
that domain experts were taking an active role. The authors present very little
information about the kind of domain experts they advise working with.

C4. This methodology adopts a bottom-up approach [36].
C5. As the ontology is highly coupled with the software that uses it, the life cycle

of the ontology is the same as the software life cycle.
C6. For the specific development of the ontology no particular methods or tech-

niques are provided. However, as this methodology was meant to support the
development of an ontology at the same time as the software it is reasonable
to assume that some software engineering methods and techniques were also
applied to the development of the ontology.

C7. It has been applied within the electrical engineering domain.
C8. Communities are not involved in this methodology
C9. No particular indication for knowledge elicitation is provided.

A.4 The METHONTOLOGY Methodology

The authors of METHONTOLOGY aim to define a standardisation of the
ontology life cycle (development) with respect to the requirements of the Software
Development Process (IEEE 1074-1995 standard) [18]. The METHONTOLOGY
methodology is illustrated in Fig. 4.7.

Fig. 4.7 METHONTOLOGY. Reproduced with permission from [36]



C1. METHONTOLOGY has its roots in knowledge engineering.
C2. Detail is provided for the ontology development process; Fig. 4.7 illustrates

the methodology. It includes the identification of the ontology development
process, a life cycle based on evolving prototypes, and particular techniques
to carry out each activity [36]. This methodology heavily relies on the IEEE
software development process as described in [50]. Gomez-Perez et al. [52]
consider that all the activities carried out in an ontology development process
may be classified into one of the following three categories:

1. Management activities: Including planning, control and quality assurance.
Planning activities are those aiming to identify tasks, time and resources.

2. Development activities: Including the specification of the states, concep-
tualisation, formalisation, implementation and maintenance. From those
activities related to the specification knowledge engineers should under-
stand the context in which the ontology will be used. Conceptualisation
activities are mostly those activities in which different models are built.
During the formalisation phase the conceptual model is transformed into
a semi-computable model. Finally, the ontology is updated and corrected
during the maintenance phase [42].

3. Support activities: These include knowledge elicitation, evaluation, integra-
tion, documentation, and configuration management.

C3. Application independent. No indication is provided as to the kind of domain
experts they advise working with. In principle METHONTOLOGY could be
applied to the development of any kind of ontology.

C4. This methodology adopts a middle-out
C5. METHONTOLOGY adopts an evolving-prototype life cycle.
C6. No methods or techniques recommended. METHONTOLOGY heavily relies

on WebODE [45] as the software tool for coding the ontology. However, this
methodology is in principle independent from the software tool.

C7. This methodology has been used in the development of the Chemical
OntoAgent [73] as well as in the development of the Onto2Agent ontology
[73].

C8. No community involvement is considered.
C9. Knowledge elicitation is part of the methodology. However, no indication is

provided as to which method to use.

A.5 The SENSUS Methodology

The SENSUS-based methodology [14] is a methodology supported on those expe-
riences gathered from building the SENSUS ontology. SENSUS is an extension and
reorganisation of WordNet [74], this 70,000-node terminology taxonomy may12



be used as a framework into which additional knowledge can be placed [75].
SENSUS emphasises merging pre-existing ontologies and mining other sources
such as dictionaries.

C1. SENSUS is not influenced by knowledge engineering as this methodology
mostly relies on methods and techniques from text mining.

C2. Although there is extensive documentation for those text-mining techniques
and developing structures for conceptual machine translation [75–77] no detail
is provided as for how to build the ontology.

C3. As SENSUS makes extensive use of both text mining and conceptual machine
translation the methodology as such is application semi-independent. The
methods and techniques proposed by SENSUS may, in principle, be applied
to several domains.

C4. SENSUS follows a bottom-up approach. Initially instances are gathered, as the
process moves forward abstractions are then identified.

C5. No life cycle is identified; from those reported experiences the ontology is
deployed on a one-off basis.

C6. Methods and techniques are identified for gathering instances. However, no
further detail is provided.

C7. SENSUS was the methodology followed for the development of knowledge-
based applications for the air campaign planning ontology [78].

C8. No community involvement is considered.
C9. Knowledge elicitation is not considered explicitly.

A.6 DILIGENT

Diligent (DIstributed, Loosely controlled and evolvInG Engineering of oNTologies)
was conceived as a methodology for developing ontologies on a community basis.
Although the DILIGENT approach assumes the active engagement of the commu-
nity of practice throughout the entire process, it does not give extensive details.
Some particularities may be found reported for those cases in which DILIGENT
has been used, for instance [15].

C1. DILIGENT is influenced by knowledge engineering as this methodology has
been developed assuming the ontologies will be used by knowledge-based sys-
tems. However, DILIGENT introduces novel concepts such as the importance
of the evolution of the ontology and the participation of communities within
the development and life cycle of the ontology.

C2. DILIGENT provides some details specifically for those developments in which
it has been used.

C3. DILIGENT is application dependant. There is no indication about the kind of
domain experts they advise working with.

C4. The selection between top-down, bottom-up or middle-out is problem depen-
dent. No indication is given as to which strategy would be best to follow.



C5. DILIGENT assumes an iterative life cycle in which the ontology is in constant
evolution.

C6. In principle DILIGENT does not recommend methods or techniques. By the
same token DILIGENT is not linked to any software supporting, either the
development or the collaboration.

C7. Some cases for which DILIGENT has been used have been reported, for
instance, the study of legal cases [79].

C8. The involvement of communities is considered in this methodology.
C9. Although knowledge elicitation is considered in this methodology no special

emphasis is placed on it.

A.7 The GM Methodology

The GM methodology emphasises on knowledge acquisition when developing
ontologies within decentralised settings. Similar to DILIGENT, the GM method-
ology was engineered for scenarios in which geographically distributed domain
experts were working together on the same ontology. The GM methodology makes
use of conceptual maps to support the acquisition of knowledge. In contrast to the
DILIGENT methodology, the GM methodology provides a detailed description of
the process applied within their development scenario.

C1. GM applies knowledge engineering principles.
C2. A detailed description of the methods and techniques used are provided.
C3. GM is application dependant. GM assumes the participation of both specialised

and broader knowledge domain experts.
C4. A top-down approach is applied within GM.
C5. GM assumes an iterative life cycle in which the ontology is in constant

evolution.
C6. Methods and techniques for some of the stages of the development process are

recommended.
C7. GM has been used within the biomedical domain [79].
C8. GM assumes an active participation of the community.
C9. GM has an emphasises on knowledge elicitation.

A.8 The iCapturer Methodology

The GM methodology emphasises on knowledge acquisition within decentralised
settings. Unlike GM and DILIGENT, iCapturer [38] makes use of text-mining
approaches, such as text-to-onto, to identify important terms and to suggest
candidate ontological relationships between them.



C1. The iCAPTURer approach has received little influence from knowledge engi-
neering.

C2. The iCAPTURer methodology is very specific in terms of the orchestration of
methods used. The first step is term and relationship extraction from text con-
taining domain knowledge. The second is web-based, massively collaborative
correction, refinement and extension of the automatically extracted concepts
and relationships. The second step may be divided into phases of knowledge
elicitation, evaluation, and aggregation.

C3.1. Application of the ontology. Application independent.
C3.2. Domain experts. The methodology is intended to make use of knowl-

edge gathered from all levels of domain experts. It is assumed that the
pool of experts contains all of the knowledge that is intended to be
represented in the ontology.

C3.3. Ontology type. The methodology is best suited for domain ontologies.

C4. Strategy for identifying concepts. The strategy for identifying concepts is to
extract representative terms automatically from text. Though this will typically
result in what appears to be a more bottom-up approach, different bodies of
text will produce different results.

C5. Recommended life cycle. The recommended life cycle is to

1. identify a domain of knowledge to be represented in an ontology,
2. identify a corpus thought to contain that knowledge,
3. apply text-mining approaches, such as text-to-onto, to identify important

terms and to suggest candidate ontological relationships between them,
4. define user-interfaces for correcting and extending this knowledge,
5. assemble a broad array of experts in the domain and engage them in using

the interface to improve the ontology,
6. evaluate the quality of each contributor based on expected correct interac-

tions with the knowledge elicitation system,
7. weight their contributions based on this level of quality,
8. aggregate the contributions of all of the experts so that a candidate ontology

can be generated and
9. iterate and refine as needed.

C6. Recommended methods and techniques. The methodology specifies the process
but does not suggest any specific method. Several text-mining algorithms or
knowledge gardening interfaces might be applied depending on the domain
and the community.

C7. Applicability. iCAPTURer has not yet been applied in real scenarios.
C8. Community involvement. The community is assumed to develop the ontology.
C9. Knowledge elicitation. Knowledge elicitation is an integral part of the method-

ology. iCAPTURer describes some techniques for KE, but there is also wide
room for expansion and adaptation of other methods.



A.9 NeOn Methodology

NeOn13 is a framework for developing networked ontologies. It is one of the
most comprehensive works in terms of ontology engineering. The framework
incorporates a methodology.

C1. Highly influenced by knowledge engineering.
C2. It defines those steps that should be undertaken when developing ontologies.
C3.

C3.1. Application of the ontology. Application independent.
C3.2. Domain experts. It assumes an active participation of domain experts

and ontology engineers.
C3.3. Ontology type. The methodology is best suited for domain ontologies.

C4. Strategy for identifying concepts. No particular detail is provided for identify-
ing concepts.

C5. Recommended life cycle. Project aims specifically to support life cycle activi-
ties, but does not prescribe a particular type of life cycle.

C6. Recommended methods and techniques. It provides specifics for methods and
techniques.

C7. Applicability. The methodology is proposed based on cases that have been stud-
ied; however, it is not clear which ontology has been developed applying the
proposed framework.

C8. Community involvement. It assumes collaboration and the involvement of a
community of practice.

C9. Knowledge elicitation. Knowledge elicitation is recognised to play a significant
role during the development process.
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